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Discussions of the determinants of the spot or forward exchange rate frequently argue that 
holders of foreign assets that are subject to exchange risk must be compensated by a risk 
premium. This paper shows that much of exchange risk is diverslfiable. If there are no outside 
assets and the value of the currency is uncorrelated with the value of other forms of wealth. then 
all exchange risk is diversifiable; there is no risk premium. More generally, there is a risk 
premium, but it need not be related to foreign indebtedness or to t:re variability of the exchange 
rate as commonly presumed. 

1. Introduction 

It is often argued tha.t if the future spot exchange rate is uncertain and if 
market participants are risk-averse, then the forward rate will differ from the 
expected future spot rate by a risk premium.’ Market participants will be 
prepared to buy forward exchange only up to the point where the expected 
return is cancelled out by the marginal risk of their open position. Because of 
the existence of exchange risk, the demand for foreign exchange will be less 
than perfectly elastic with respect to the forward rate, and there will be no 
reaf;on for the clearing of the forward market necessarily to tak.e place at the 
point where the forward rate is equal to the expected future spot rate. 

*‘T!le a :&or would like to thank Rudiger Bornbusch, Stanley Fischer, Donald Lessard, 
Fran;0 ModigEiani and Hal Varian for comments and suggestions. 

‘The ai,+ment has important implications in two areas: (1) tests of efliciency in the forward 
exchnr:ge tnarket. and (2) models of spot rate determination. (1) The implication for tests of 
cffial-ncy is that the expected future spot rate can differ from the forward rate. even though the 
maruer is e!scient, if the domestic country is a net creditor or net debtor. Levich (1979) surveys 
tests of effci+:nc~y in the forward exchange market, and concludes that they are not valid since 
they test et%ciency jointly with the hypothesis of a zero risk premium. (2) The conclusions 
regarding the forward rate carry through to the spot rate (by covered interest parity). given the 
interest differential a.nd expected future spot rate. The effect of an increase in the quantity of 
foreign debt is to cause the exchange rate to fall. This effect is appealing because it says that the 
price of foreign assets (the exchange rate) falls when their supply increases, just as with any good 
that faces less-than-perfectly-elastic demand. The effect of an increase in variability is described 
by Schadler (1977, p. 285): ‘If the domestic country is a net debtor (creditor). the increaTe in 
uncertainty will force the excb :nge rate to depreciate by more (less) or apprccin!e by less (more) 
than if the degree of uncertainty had not changed.’ 
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Furtherm:ne, it is c~onventionally presumed that an increase in domestic 
holdings of fbreign debt will increase exposure to risk and cause a downward 
shift in the demand schedule for forward exchange and thus a fall in the 
forward exchange rate. And it is conventionally presumed that if the 
domestic country is a net creditor, an increase in the variability of the future 
value of the foreign currency, with no change in its expectation, will also 
increase exposure to risk and cause a fall in the forward exchange rate. (If 
the domestic country is a net debtor, the presumption is reversed.) 

lt is the contention of this paper that much of the literature on exchange 
risk has ignored the fact that when domestic residents hold claims on foreign 
residents, such as bonds or forward exchange contracts, variability in the 
e.uchange rate creates risk not only for domestic residents, but also for foreign 
re.sidents.2 The two risks are offsetting: an unexpected rise in the exchange 
rate raises ihe value of domestic residents’ assets and the cost of foreign 
residents’ liabilities. Residents of the two countries can trade these risks with 
each other, either by agreeing to denominate debt in a weighted average of 
the two currencies or (if institutional factors dictate that foreign debt be 
denominated in foreign currency) by the domestic creditors selling foreign 
exchange to foreign debtors on the forward market, allowing both sides to 
hedge their exchange risks. In the resulting market equilibrium, all exchange 
risk CUH be dicersjfitid awq, under certain conditions. Then the risk premium 
will be eq;ual to zero despite the presence of uncertainty and risk-aversion. 
Under rn.jre general conditions, a nonzero risk premium does indeed 
separate thl: forward rate from the expF:cted future spot rate; but the risk 
premium i: still not necessarily relate!d to foreign indebtedness and variability 
of the exchange I AK 1~ the way conventionally pre:sumed. 

The pa;per demonstrates the following three propositions in a one-good 
model with no transactions costs: 

4 i) There is no risk premium if two conditions are met. (i) All assets are 
nominal assets (money and bonds) whose returns are fixed in terms of 
existmg currencies. or else .- if there ar: other assets (goods and human and 
nonhuman capital) - their real returns are independent of currency values. 
The latter condition obtains, for example, in exchange rate models in which 
real output is assumed exogenously determined in the s,hort run.3 (ii) All 
nominal ass;ts are ‘inside’ assets, tha! is, either they are privately-issued debt 

‘The reference is to ihe so-called ‘modern’ theory of forward exchange: Tsiang (1959), 
I- e?d~!c!.r: ; 1%~ ;. Grubcl (i968) and Wand ( Wl ). This literature ignores the existence of foreign 
residents. in that the market is assumed to evaluate wealth solely in domestic terms. Thus the 
ownership of foreign assets carries exchange risk that must be compensated by a risk premium, 
hut ihc owner&+ of domestic assets does root. The more recent finance models do include 
TaPreify raidems in the market for forward exchange. See Solnik (1974), Grauer, Litzenberger and 
“iaehic I 19 VP), K&WC (i976a, 1976b) and Fama and Farber (1979). Some of the conclusions in the 
prc~en? pap3 are imp!~cit IR thi\ hteratlrc. 

‘5~. for example, L‘+ornbu,,ch (1976) and Frankel (1979). 
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or else - if they include assets issued by the government - they are viewed by 
the residents of the country as entailing offsetting liabilities such as future 
taxation. 

(2) If there are ‘outside’ assets that are assumed denominated in the 
currency of the country that issues them, then there is a risk premium. The 
risk premium is positively (negatively) related to the stock of foreign 
(dome&) assets, holding total wealth constant. The risk premium is also 
positively (negatively) related to the variability of the value of the foreign 
(domestic) currency to the extent that the outside assets are issued by the 
domestic (foreign) government. This conclusion is similar to the common 
presumption, except that what matters is the government’s domestically- 
denominated indebtedness, whether to its own citizens or to foreigners, not 
the net indebtedness of residents of one country to residents of the other. 

(3) If the value of a country’s currency is correlated with the value of real 
assets, then there is again a risk premium. Bllt the presumption that the risk 
premium is positi\,ei i related to the variability in the vall:.e of the foreig:l 
currency holds only if real disturbances come from the supply side (for 
example, variations in the weather or the terms of trade) so that the 
country’s price level is negatively correlated with its real output. If real 
disturbances come from the demand side (for example, !psriations in fiscal or 
monetary policy) so that the country’s price level is posit:vely correlated with 
its real output, then the presumption is reversed. 

2. The model 

The model used here is the simplest one possible that is capable of 
answering the relevant questions. In each period, individuals allocate their 
financial wealth between B units of domestically-denominated assets, in terms 
of their known value in domestic currency next period, and B* units of 
foreign-denominated assets, in terms of their known value in foreign currency 
next period. %+ 1 is defined as next period’s spot exchange rate (the price of 
fc:eign currency in terms of domestic currency), which is uncertain this 
period. F is defined as the current price of foreign assets, payable next period, 
in terms of domestic assets.” We ari: going to find the value of F that clears 
the market for assets, and see how it is affected by vat’ tbility in currency 
values and by net domestic or foreign indebtedness, relative to the expected 
future spot iate. 

41f the domi:stic and foreign assets are bonds that pay interest each period of r and r*. 
respectively, then the price of assets (payable next period) in terms of this period’s currency is 
l/(1 +r) and l/(1 +r*), respectively. If S is the ctirrent price of foreign currency (payable on tilt‘ 
spot) in terms of domestic currency. then covered iniercct parity says tha! the current prow of 
foreign assets (payable next period) in terms of domestic assets, E, is qua1 to S( 1 + r)/(l t r*). 
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‘The natural interpretat:,Dn of F i.s that i: is the forward exchange rate.’ 
Without changing anything in the analysis that follows, we could give a 
simpler interpretation t.o the model biy assuming that non-interest-bearing 
money is Ihe only asset. F would be identical to the current spot rate. 
Expected fixture appreciation or depreclarion would then in itself constitute a 
risk premium. Though all the insights of the model could be obtained under 
this simpler interpretation, we will maintain the more realistic interpretation 
that B and B:* include interest-paying bonds and that F is the forward 
exchange rate. 

The next-period value of all real assets (humian and nonhuman capital) is 
represented by X + , in real terms. n, 1 and ?r*+ i are defined as the inverse of 
the price level (the real value of the currency) next period, at home and 
abroad, reqectiveiy. There is only one good in the model (or, equivalently, 
one basket of goods), so purchasing power parity always holds: TC+ 1 S =n$ , . 
X, x+], zf, and S,, are all uncertain this period. No presumption is made 
as to direction of causality among them. 

The final assumplion is that individuals allocate their financial wealth so 
as to maximize the expected value of a utility function which is quadratic in 
the real value of next period’s wealth. Intertemporal allocations play no role. 
Some people may be borrowers and sorne lenders, for whatever reasons; all 
that matters is how they allocate their (positive or negative) financial wealth. 

indivjdual i’s next period vrea’ith is 

1 
i~,,=Bj+S+,B~+-xi 

T1+1 

in domestic nominal terms, or x+~W~+,=X+~(~$+S+ ,Br)+Xi+, in real 
terms. He/she alcts to maximize the expected value of 

=: n 
+1(gi+S+lBT)-5Xi+l -bj[ZE+1(Bi?-S+1BT)+Xj+,]2, 

where 5, is a measure of risk-~aversion.” Letting E represent the expectation 

‘The applicability to the question of tests of the eficiency of the forward market is direct. The 
applicability tc* the Auestion of the determinarion of the spot rate requires the assumption that 
interest rates are held constant. For this purpose, we can imagine that any changes in the stock 
176 mebc a.re made in snJch a way as to ks.:p interest rates unchanged. If one believes in a 
portiui~o-baPanc~= explanation of the demand Ibr mc.ney, this means assuming that the stocks of 
bonds and money are always changed equiproportionately. If one believes in a transactions 
explanation of the demand for money, this meanr assuming that only the stock of bor,ds is 
changed. 

“The quadratIc utility function can only be used over the range (nW)<(fh), since the marginal 
t,tllnty for real uealth becomes negative after that point. However, rhe results can easily be 
gcneral!rL;d to the case q&here utility is any function of the mean and variance of real wealth 
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operator, the quantity to be maximized is EUj+,. Since the current price of 
foreign assets in terms of domestic assets is F, the condition for maximization 
is that F equals the marginal rate of substitution between foreign and 
domestic assets: 

E(~n.1S+,)-2biEn+,S+,[7T+I(Bi+S+1BT)+Xi+11 
B x+ 1 -?-b&n+, L~+ltBi+S+IBT)+Xi+ll ’ 

(11 

where the derivative operator has been passed through the expectation 
operator. We multiply through by the denominator of the last expression 
and remember that B, and I?: are not random variables: 

F --EEn+,-(BiE~:1+BrE~2+IS.,+En+~XitI) 
c 

1 

2bi 1 
=&En,,S+,-(BiEn:, S+, +BtE71:1S:1+E~+IXii,S+I). 

i 

Now we sum the e(cluation o*yrer all individuals i: 

1 
-En+,-(BEn:l.tB”‘EnZ,,S.,+En+,X+,) 
b 1 

=+,,S+, -(BE&S+, +@EnZ,,S+, +En+,LJ+J 

where we have made the following definitions: 

;=;; ( a measure of aggregate risk-aversion), 
i 

B z C B: (the stock of domestically denominat.ed outside as- 
i sets, smce all inside assets cancel out), 

B* -c BT (the stoch of foreign-denominated outside assets) 
i 

(whereas in the quadratic case, utility is a linetrr function of the mean and variance). Under the 
axioms of expected utility maximization, the underlying stochastic proccvs rnus~ have II normal 
distribution if t’ e function to be maximized is to be an arbitrary function of the mean and 
variance. To gei: .ralize the results, it is suffkient to interpret h, as - (?l!Ji mran)/(ilJ, !c’ var). 
which is not in general co,stnnt. I am indebted to Hal Varian for this point. 
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and 

X -c Xi (the aggregate value of real assets). 
i 

We solve for the current exchange rate I;: 

Ex+,S+,-b(ER.,~%.,S., +BER2,1!:+1+B*E7E2+1S2+1) 
F=- ER --F------ - +1 -b(Ea+lX.1-1-BE~:,+8*En:,~,,) * 

Finally, we use the purchasing pcwer parity condition II+ rS+ 1 = nn*, 1 : 

En* 
f =- 

- b(Ex*X + i?Enx* - ~*ER*~) 7 

ER - b(ElrX + iBEn + B*Em*) ’ 
(2) 

This is the basic equation for the current forward exchange rate which is 
used throughout the remainder of this paper. Notice that the formula does 
not depend, on any characteristics of individuals. In particular it does not 
matter if domestic residents are indebted to foreign residents or if they are 
more risk-averse than foreign residents. Only aggregate variables matter: in 
particular the stock of domestically-denominated outside assets, the stock of 
foreign-denominated outside assets, the aggregate value of real assets, and 
aggregate risk-aversion. 

This derivation can be made somewhat more 
the marginal expected utility of an additional 
marginal expected real value (the inverse of the 
exposure to real risk (the covariance of the real 

intuitive by observing that 
asset unit is given by its 
price level) minus marginal 
value of the asset with the 

real value of wealth). Thus expression (l), representing the ratio of the 
marginal expected utilities, can be interpreted as: 

expected (!?~~~~~?) _ E$F) expected (!!Lg$ (;!ij$ 
where the future value of i’s wealth depends on the asset holdings he chooses 
this period and the future value of the two currencies. The manipulations 
after expression (1) show that the equation can be aggregated over all 
individuals. Eq. (2) looks similar to eq. (1) and has essentially the same 
intuitive explanation, except that individual 
future wealth are replaced by a measure 
future aggregate wealth, respectively 

‘Hcnc~rnrth rhp time subscript (+ 1) is orrAted. 

i’s measure of risk-aversion and 
of aggregate risk-aversion and 
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3. When there is no risk premium 

First, consider the case of risk-neutrality, where b=O. (It is sufficient that 
bi =0 for any single individual - assuming, of course, unlimited access to 
capital.) 

F = En*/E;rr. 

The cuilent exchange rate is given by the ratio of the expected values of the 
purchasing powers of the t:vo currencies. In the special case in which the 
value of domestic currency rc is a co%-%ant, F = EnS,/n=ES. In the special 
case in which the value of foreign currency 7t* is a constant, 

I;~-c=.L- 
En*/S El/S’ 

Even under risk-neutrality the current forward rate is not in general precisely 
equal to the expected future spot rate. Indeed, under the special conditions 
under which they are equal from the domestic viewpoint (F= ES), they 
cannot be equal from the foreign viewpoint (l/F # E l/S). This consequence of 
the convexity of the inverse function and Jensen’s inequality is sometimes 
called the Siegal paradox [Siegal (1972)]. The intuitive explanation is that 
people seek to maximize expected wealth in real terms rather than in terms 
of domestic currency, and the real value of domestic currency varies with the 
exchange rate (except in the special case in which the domestic price level is 
constant). The consensus :r, that the phenomenon is a mathematical incon- 
venience, but not a matter of economic or empirical significance. 

Now we assume that people are risk-averse, i.e. b ~0. We consider first the 
case where there are no outside assets, which means that net assets in each 
currency, B and B*, are zero, and where future total I.eal income X is 
independent of the value of either the domestic or foreign currency: En:“X 
= En*EX and EnX = EnEX. From (2) we have 

F=En*(l -bEX) En* --_-----_- 
En(i -bEX) En ’ 

This is precisely the same expression we got in the risk-heutrai case. There is 
no risk Iremium. An increase in the net indebtedness tif one country and net 
assets of the other has no effect on the current rare, not even if we assume 
that such debt must be denominated in the currency of the debtor country. 
Nor does an increase in the variability of the values of the currencies have any effect. 

The reason there is no risk premium can be seen intuitively. Since the 
exchange rate is uncorrelated with real wealrh. exchange risk is completely 
L 
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diversifiable. The holder of risky foreign assets will sell foreign exchange 
forward; there is a corresponding holder of the risky foreign liability who 
will be glad to buy the foreign. exchange forward. In market equilibrmm, no 
one will be subject to risk associated with variability of the exchange rate. 
This completes the demonstration of proposition (1) above. 

4. When there are outde assets 

‘Now we consider the case where there are outside assets B>O de- 
nominated in the domestic currency and outside assets B* > 0 denominated 
in the foreign currency. From (2): 

En* - bBEm* - bB*Ear” 8 
F=- _.._ ___ 

En - bBEli2 - bB”Emc” . (3) 

To see the effect of an increase in B, we differentiate. For simplicity, we 
assume that we are starting from a position of zero outside assets: 

2F - EmPEn + En2ErP 

a=“- [EnI ’ 

This quantity is positive iff 

En2 Em* 

ER ’ ‘Ex”C* 

To obtain an alternative version of this condition we USC ;i;e facts 

var IC = En2 - (En)‘, 

cov (a, n*) = Em* - EnEn*, and 

corr (7r, rc*) = cov (II, 7r*)/J(var n)J(var 7r*): 

J( var R) J( var 7r*) 
-- - > corr (7r, n*) --- 

ET Ex’ . 

(4) 

(5) 

Th-* ratios on each side of the inequality represent the variability of rr and 

?he expression for F jumpa from CO to -co whern the denominator is zero, but thik is 
ause marginal titil ty turns negative for the qutadratic utility function. The relevant range of 

* lies beelow trlis point, so that the denominator of the expression is positive. 
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rr*, respectively, normalized by their means. A sufficient condition is that the 
variability of 7t is greater than the variability of x*. Another sufficient 
condition is that rr and II* zre not positively correlated. When either of these 
conditions is met, an increase in the stock of outside assets denominated in 
domestic currency causes the risk premium on foreign currency to fall and 
the current exchange rate to rise. The effect is the same as iu the 
conventional presumption. 

On the other hand, when these conditions are not met, i.e. when the value 
of foreign currency is highly variable and is highly correlated with the value 
of domestic currency, we get the surprising result that an increase in the 
supply of domestically denominated assets lowers F, the relative price of 
foreign-denominated assets. The explanation for this result lies in the 
characteristic of the quadratic utility function that it implies increasing 
absolute risk-aversion.9 An increase in B is an increase in wealth, which 
causes an increase in risk-aversion and thus a shift in demand to the less 
risky asset. 

To see the effect of an increase in foreign-denominated outside assets, we 
look at the derivative with respect to B*, again evaluated at zero for 
simplicity: 

c?F b__------ -EnX2EnfEnn”En* --_= 
a* [EnI * 

This quantity is negative iff 

var 7r* 
--->corr (rr, 7r*)T;E. 
En* 

(6) 

(7) 

An increase in foreign outside assets causes the risk premium to rise and the 
current exchange rate to fall, provided the variability of the domestic 
currency value is large relative to the variability of the foreign currency 
value, or else provided the currency values are not highly correlated. Again, 
if these conditions fail, we get the surprising result that an increase in the 
supply of foreign-denominated assets raises F, the relative price of foreign- 
denominated assets. Again, the explanation is that the increase in wealth 
causes an increase in risk-aversion and thus P, shift in demand to the less 
risky asset. 

“The me. tsure of absolute risk-aver fion is given by 

U” _--_=_ 2bi 
U’ 1 -Zb,(rrq) 

which increases with real wealth. See Arrow (1970). 
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To avoid the problem of increasing absolute risk-averslon, we can ask 
what happens if the asset supplies are varied with total wealth held 
constant. In other words, what halppens if the central bank (of either 
country) increases B and decreases ;B* subject. to dS +FdB* =O? Such a 
policy has precisely the interpretation of intervention on the forward 
exchange market: if a central bank buys foreign exchange forward, it is 
giving the private sector foreign-denominated liabilities (the obligation to 
supply foreign exchange in the future) in return for domestically-denominated 
assets (future payment in domestic exchange) at the going market rate (F). 

Of course, if the obligations of the central bank are regarded by the public 
as implying future tax liabilities, then they are inside assets and we are back 
to section 3. But if they are regarded as outside assets, then we can apply the 
results of this section, with dB* = - (l/F)dB: 

Again, we start from a position of zero outside assets, allowing us to use eq. 
(4) for ?F/?B, eq. (6) for rl-F/ZB*, and Erc*/E7r for F. 

b * 
dF = E; 

Err L Ed Fn- + En*’ --.- 2Err7r* En* 1 dr3. 

dF!dS>O if The expression in brackets. is positive. Since the expression in 
brackets is equal to 

** 

var [nJ(E71*/E7r) - n*J(Ex/En*)], f 

it is always positive. In other words, forward market purchases of foreign 
exchange always raise its price, as one would expect. 

Now we consider thz effect of a change in the variance, at a given level of 
outside debt. We express eq. (3) in terms of correlations and variances rather 
than just expected valdes: 

I- r= E;i” - hB[corr (77. 77*jW’(var rr),;(var I*) + EnErr*] -- bB* va.r 7r* + (En*)’ 
.~ 

En-hB[varn+(Ea)‘]-hB*corr(a~*)J(varn)JivarR*)+ExEn* ’ 

First we consider the case where all outside assets are domestically 
We d~ffe~e~tiat~ with respect to ,/(varn*). holding the 
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An increase in varz is more complicated, but raises F il’ the correlation 
between n and rr* is iow enough. If outside debt is foreign denominated, an 
increase in var rr raises F; an increase in var 7t* lowers F if the correlation is 
low enough. 

This completes the demonstration of proposition (2): the conventional 
presumption holds, provided foreign indebtedness is identical to the stock of 
outside assets issued in foreign currency, To restate the conventional 
presumption: an increase in foreign indebtedness (holding total wealth 
constant) or a decrease in the variability of the value of the domestic 
currency when there is net foreign indebtedness., causes a rise in the risk 
premium and a fall in the current forward exchange rate. 

5. When real income is correlated with currency values 

Now we consider the case where the value of real assets, such as human 
and nonhuman capital, is correlated with the value of the currencies. For 
simplicity, we revert to the assumption that there are no outside asse?s, so 
B = B* =O. From eq. (2), 

F 
En* - bEn*X 

= En-bEnX ’ 

where X is the sum of domestic and foreign real non-nominal wealth. 
Substituting cov (rr, X)- EnEX for E(rcX ), and similarly for XII*, 

F En*(l + bEX)- bcov (n*, X) 

= Enr(l+bEX)-bcov(n,X) . 

We can substitute corr (rr, X),,/(var n),/(var X) for cov (rr, X)., ,rnd similarly for 
7C*: 

F _ L’:*( 1+ bEX) - bcorr (n*, X),,,‘jva1 rr*)V/‘(var X) - 
En(l t hEX)--bcorr(~,X),‘(var,z:,j(varX) ’ 

We can see again the result that when X is uncorrelated with 7~ and rr*, 
F =: En*/En as in the risk-neutral case. 

In general, there is a risk premium. The current forward exchange raEc is 
less than the expected i’uture spot rate (i.e. t.hcrc is a positive risk premium) 



iff the following condition is met: 

cot-r (n*, X) 
d’(var 7r*) /(vat- II) 

En* 
>corr(rr,X)\ En . 

Let us assume that the domestic country is the larger country, so x is more 
highly correlated (in absolute value) with X than is II*. Assume also that the 
currency values are equally variable. Then what we might call the ‘naive 
presumption’, that there is always a positive risk premium from the 
viewpoint of the domestic country, is upheld if X is positively correlated with 
rt and rr*, but is reversed if X is negatively correlated with n and rr*. 

The effects of changes in the variability of the currency values can be read 
directly from the formula for F. When X is positively correlated with n*, an 
increase in the variability of II* causes F to fall, i.e. causes the foreign 
currency to depreciate. Similarly, when X is positively correlated with 71, an 
increase in the variability of rr causes F to rise, i.e. causes the domestic 
currency to depreciate. Thus the conventional presumption that increased 
variability of a currency’s future value causes a fall in its current value,” 
holds true when real nonfinancial wealth is positively correlated with the 
currency values. The reasoning is intuitively clear: holders of domestic 
currency, the value of which ir; positively coi“elated with other forms of 
wi~lth, must be compensated for increased variability for the same reason 
that the holder of a stock, the value of which is positively correlated with the 
m;lrket basket. must be compensated for increased variability. 

But u’tlen X is negutirely correlated with ;i*, an increase in the variance of 
z* causes F to risr, and when X is negatively correlated with rr, an increase 
in the variance of A causes F to fall. The conventional presumption is 
reversed because a currency the value of which is negatively correlated with 
other forms of wealth affords a valuable opportunity for hedging against risk, 
much like a stock the value of which is negatively correlated with the market 
basket. 

Which caie, a positive or negative correlation between non-nominal wealth 
and the in*ierse o! the price level, is more likely’? Assume that the value of 
real a>sets can be repre.,egted by next period’s real income. Assume, 

ermore. that the cc;relation between total (domestic plus foreign) real 
income and the domestic price level is dominated by the correlation between 
sl!om~~tic real lncorne and the domestic price level.” Then the answer is given 

I ’ 11 a rnc&l ~hzre PPP dnd not alwaps hold, an increase in the domestic price level relative 
IEI ahe fwe~gw prlcc ieiel m~pht loser domc\tic real income and yet raise foreign real income via 
4 4~ft IP~ Jcmand. In the extreme, total real income might be unchanged, implying no 
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by a graph with an aggregate demand curve and aggregate subjply curve 
describing the domestic economy. If supply shocks dominate, then real 
output is negatively correryted with the price level and thus positively 
correlated with its inverse: the conventional presumption holds. But if 
demand shocks dominate, then real output is positively correlated with the 
price lexrel and thus negatively correlated1 with its inverse: the conventional 
presuml Lion is reversed. Keynesian economics concentrated on demand 
shocks, such as fluctuations in exogenous investment or in government fiscal 
and monetary policy. More recently, increased alztention has been paid to 
supply shocks, such as fluctuations in the terms of trade or the weather. The 
question of which shocks dominate cannot be settled a priori. Possib!y the 
correlation is close to zero over the time range that is relevant (say 3 
months), suggesting a risk premium close to zero. 

6. Conclusion 

The statements made in the literature regarding the risk premium on 
foreign exchange have here been shown to assume implicitly that a country’s 
net indebtedness consists of outside assets denomi,qated in its own currency. 
It cannot be denied that governments do issue outside assets, and that they 
are generally denominated in their own currency. But two questions arise: 

(1) Can residents truly be indifferent to an increase in their government’s 
indebtedness? This controversy is well known under the heading ‘Are 
government bonds net wea!th?’ and will not be discussed here. 

(2) If the risk premium ti ?t a government must pay on its debt issues jthe 
amount by which the value of the proceeds is less) than the expected future 
value of the money it will have to pay back) is significant in magnitude, then 
why doesn’t the government d.enominate its debt in a basket of currencies, so 
as to allow foreign investors to diversify the risk away and thus obviate the 
nefed to pay a risk premium. TO* To the extent that governments (especially 
those of small countries) do denominate their debt in foreign currencies., they 
allow excha.nge risk to be diversified away. The extent to which this practice 
is not common suggests that exchange risk is not important. 

As to correlation betwetrr currency values and rea.1 income, it appears a 

correlation between X and II and thus iiti risk premium. But in general, one would expect the 
correlation between the domestic price level and domestic real income to dominate the 
correlation between it and foreign real income. 

“There is a distinct issue of molral hazard: if a country or it? government is heavily indebted 
in terms of its own currency, it may be tempted to inflate away the value of the debt. But 
investors are assumed to be 2s aware of this possibility as the government. They may dsmand 
compensation for the expected ir:fration, without a necessary increase in risk. If there WIS 31‘ 
increase in risk from moral hazard, it would be the same as any other increase in risk; it wt)uld 
be to the government’s advantage to issue t. F-: debt in Corcign currency so ah not to h:tvc r(l pay 
a risk premium to investors. 
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priori as likely that the conventional presumption is reversed as that it is 
upheld. Increased exchange rate variability could very well mean decreased 
overall real risk, if the value of the currency is negatively correlated with the 
value of real assets. 

The obvious moral is that care must be taken in reasoning from the 
portfolio choices facing individual risk-averse investors to general market 
equilibrium. But a p.AiAe second moral is that, even if we do not believe 
that the assumptions necessary fo r a zero risk premium (no true outside 
assets and no correlation between currency values and real output) are 
literaiiy true, we may believe that they are close enough to true to make the 
assumption of no risk premium and perfect asset substitutability a useful 
simplification. If’ perfect markets are assumed (perfect information, rational 
expectations. and no transactions costs). then lthe additional assumption of 
no nondiversifiable exchange risk may be acceptable. 

On the other hand, if perfect markets are noi assumed, then nondiversifi- 
able exchange risk regains its importance. Transactions costs may prevent 
individuals from diversifying away all risk in practice even if they could do 
so in theory. For example, even if a large debt of the Brazilian government 
to Americans is considered fully as much of a liability by Brazilian citizens as 
it is an asset by American citizens, so that the former would be happy to buy 
cruzeiros forward from the latter, it is nevertheless true that in Brazil no 
developed forward market in cruzeiros exists on which such a trade could 
take place. Given the exclusion of Brazilians from such a market, whether 
because of transactions costs or government controls, American investors will 
ir.deed require a risk premium in return for holding Brazilian assets if they 
are riskier than .American, assets. There remains the question why the 
Brazilian government would not issue debt denominated in dollars in such a 
situation, 
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